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A FUNCTIONAL FROM GEOMETRY WITH APPLICATIONS
TO DISCREPANCY ESTIMATES AND THE RADON TRANSFORM

ALLEN D. ROGERS

Abstract. Estimates of discrepancy, or irregularities of distribution, are ob-

tained for measures without atoms. Two estimators are used, the half-space, or

separation, discrepancy Ds and a geometric functional Ia . A representation

formula for the generalized energy integral Ia is developed. Norm inequali-

ties for the Radon transform are obtained as an application of the continuous

discrepancy results. Integral geometric notions play a prominent role.

1. Introduction

The study of irregularities of distribution, or discrepancy, traces its history

to the fundamental paper of Weyl [We] on uniform distribution modulo one.

From a general point of view, discrepancy is an indication of how a signed

measure of total mass zero fails to approximate the zero measure. The subject

was greatly expanded by Roth [Rt], Schmidt [Sm2], and, more recently, by
Beck [BC]. The book [KN] of Kuipers and Niederreiter summarizes the history

of the subject and contains an extensive bibliography. The book [BC] by Beck

and Chen also presents an overview and includes many recent results.

Nearly all previous estimates in the field of irregularities of distribution have

dealt with either signed atomic measures or with signed measures whose positive

part is uniform and whose negative part is atomic. The present work obtains

discrepancy estimates for measures with continuous positive and negative parts.

Extensive use is made of a geometric functional denoted Ia . Included in this

work is a development of a representation formula for the generalized energy

integral Ia. The continuous discrepancy results are applied to obtain norm

inequalities for the Radon transform.

Let v be a compactly supported, signed Borel measure on R" such that

tv(R") = 0. One estimator of discrepancy, the separation discrepancy Ds, is

defined by
T>s(v) = sup|iv77|

where the supremum is taken over all open half-spaces 77 of R" . A number

of problems in the literature of irregularities of distribution can be expressed
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in terms of the separation discrepancy. For example, conjectures by Erdös [E]

concerning the discrepancy of spherical caps (first solved by Schmidt [Sml])

and the disk segment problem of Roth mentioned in [Sm2] (first solved by

Beck [Bel]) have equivalent statements in terms of Ds .

The following theorem gives a lower bound for the separation discrepancy

of a type of measure that does not have atoms. Note that if N is even, and if

z, is taken to be alternately ± 1, then one example of the measure below is a

"checkerboard" of positive and negative squares.

(1.1) Theorem. Suppose the function f on R2 is supported by N2 congruent
open squares S¡ arranged in an N by N square lattice. Let s be the side

length of each square, and let f have value z¿ £ R on S¡. Suppose further that

J2 z,■ = 0. If v is given by v(E) = JE f, then

(I \x/2

7W>c^-$>f)      ,

where c is a positive constant independent of the location of the lattice and of

the number, size, and weights of the squares.

As another example, the following theorem treats a measure that has a smooth

density.

(1.2) Theorem. Suppose that the real-valued function g on R2 is continuously

differentiable with support in a disk of radius R and that J g = 0 but g ^ 0.

If p is given by p(E) = JE g, then

Ds(p)>cR-x'2\\\eradg\\\7j/2\\g\\1¿2.

where c is a positive constant independent of g.

Theorems (1.1) and (1.2) are special cases of higher dimensional results in

§4.5. We remark that Theorem (1.1) holds also for z, g C if complex mea-

sures v are considered.

These results concerning the separation discrepancy follow from precise

bounds on a second estimator of discrepancy, the functional Ia . This func-

tional is defined by

Ia(v) = JJ\x-y\adv(x)dv(y),

where v is a signed measure on a compact subset of R" , and a is a positive

real number. For example, if tv0 is an atomic measure assigning weight w¿ to

the point x,, then

Ia(vo) = 2^ |x;- - Xj\aWiWj.

i<j

If v is required to satisfy i/(R") = 0 and if 0 < a < 2, then it follows

immediately from work by Schoenberg [So 1 and So2] on isometric embeddings

of metric spaces into Hubert space that -7a(i/) > 0. In fact, by [Bj, Lemma 1],

Ia(v) = 0 if and only if v is the zero measure. Because of this positive definite-

ness, the functional -Ia for 0 < a < 2 serves as an indicator of discrepancy.

We remark that this positive definiteness is a nontrivial property; for the case

a = 1 , it is equivalent to the uniqueness of the Radon transform.
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Historically, the functional Ia has been of interest also in potential theory,

particularly for negative a . The classic problem is that of minimizing the energy
integral I2~n(v) over positive measures v of a given total mass on a compact

set K in R" with n > 2. Riesz and Frostman [Fr] considered generalizations

to Ik~n(v) where 0 < X < 2. The analogous problem of maximizing Ia(v)

when a > 0 was investigated by Björck [Bj]. Pólya and Szegö [PS] studied the

generalized energy integral Ia in their investigation of capacity and transfinite

diameter.

Alexander and Stolarsky [AS] studied the problem of maximizing Ia(v)

(a > 0) over families of (possibly signed) measures v of total mass one, and

also considered cases where the kernel |x - y\a is replaced by more general

continuous real-valued functions on K x K. Their work uses results from

Schoenberg's metric embedding theory as well as techniques of Pólya and Szegö

for the calculation of transfinite diameters.

In [St], Stolarsky showed that the sum of distances between N points on

a Euclidean unit sphere plus a quadratic mean of the spherical cap discrep-

ancy is a constant, thereby pointing out for the first time an important relation

between metric geometry and discrepancy. Stolarsky then used estimates by

Schmidt [Sml] on the discrepancy of spherical caps to estimate sums of dis-

tances.
Further insight into the functional Ia can be obtained via integral geometry.

To this end, we now briefly discuss the motion-invariant measure n on sets of

lines in the plane.
It is convenient to think of the lines in R2 as oriented, by identifying an ori-

ented line with an open half-plane. For a given oriented line in the plane, the

outwardly pointing unit normal vector o and the algebraic distance t from the

line to the origin define a point (a, t) on the cylinder S'xR. This correspon-

dence is one-to-one, and surface measure on the cylinder induces the unique (up

to constant multiple) motion-invariant measure n on sets of oriented lines in

the plane. With proper normalization, the »/-measure of the collection of lines

that intersect a bounded convex set K is equal to the length of the boundary
of K . For the degenerate case when K is the line segment xy , we have

(1.3) n{h:hnxy¿0} = 2\x-y\.

More generally, if C is any rectifiable curve, then the integral J N(l, C)dn(l)

is equal to twice the length of C, where 7V(/, C) is the number of intersection

points of / with C. A discussion of these integral geometric notions can be

found in [Sa, Chapter 3].
For the specific example when vq is area measure restricted to a bounded

convex set K in the plane, it can be shown [Sa, Formula 4.5, p. 47] that

7>o) = (i + oli + K / L(l,K)^dn(l),        j = -1, 0, 1, 2, ... ,
U + ¿)(J + -U Jlr\K¿0

where L(l, K) is the length of the chord InK . The integrals J L(l, K)j+idn(l)
have been studied by Blaschke, Crofton, and others. Santaló [Sa, Chapter 4,

§2] gives a historical discussion with references, and also presents examples of

direct computations for j = 1. For example, if K is a circle of radius R, then

by computing jL(l, K)4dn(l), one finds that Ix(u0) = (l28/45)nR5.
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The measure n can be generalized in an analogous manner to the motion-

invariant measure on sets of oriented hyperplanes in R" : there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the collection of oriented hyperplanes in R" and S"~x

x R, and n is induced from the product of Euclidean surface measure on S"~x

with Lebesgue measure on R. However, we normalize so that formula (1.3) is

still valid in higher dimensions. This differs from the more usual normalization

found in [Sa] but is more convenient for our purposes.

Alexander [Al] showed that the formula (1.3) leads to a representation for 71

as an integral with respect to the measure n. He demonstrated that if v is a

compactly supported signed measure on R" , then

(1.4) Ix(v)= j v(H+)v(H~)dn(h)

where 77+ and 77" are the open half-spaces determined by the oriented hy-

perplane h . In particular, if v has total mass zero, then

(1.5) -Ix(v) = j[v(H+)]2dn(h).

This formula led to recent advances in irregularities of distribution. Since

\v(H)\ <Ds(v) for all 77, formula (1.3) leads to the inequality

(1.6) -Ix(v)<cnR[Ds(v)]2

if v has support in a disk of radius 7?. Here cn is a positive dimensional con-

stant. Recently, Alexander [A2] developed methods for finding precise bounds

on -71 for certain classes of measures, thus giving new techniques for estimat-

ing Dg ; he used these estimates to obtain an improved bound for the Roth disk

segment problem.

In [A3], Alexander extended the ideas of [A2] to obtain exact bounds on -Ia

(0 < a < 2) for particular classes of measures, including measures defined

on arbitrary convex (n - 1)-dimensional hypersurfaces embedded in R" . We

remark that the work of Beck [Be2] contains a result that implies the bound

on -71 for a special spherical case of [A3]. Beck used an independent method
of Fourier transforms. The results of G. Wagner [Wa] include a bound on -Ia

(0 < a < 2), obtained by an independent technique of spherical harmonics,

that is equivalent to the special spherical case of the estimates in [A3]. In this

spherical setting, Wagner also established estimates for the cases 1 - n < a < 0,

using appropriate definitions for Ia when a is nonpositive.

In this paper we begin in a more general setting. We shall consider measures

that are complex-valued, and we shall regard Ia as a Hermitian functional by

taking the outside integration with respect to dv, where the bar denotes com-

plex conjugation. In fact, it is natural to consider the associated functional Ja ,

linear in the first variable and conjugate linear in the second, defined by

(1.7) Ja(p,v) = jj\x-y\adp(x)di>(y),

where p and v are complex-valued Borel measures on R" . The following

theorem is proved in §3.5.
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(1.8) Theorem. Suppose vx and v2 are complex-valued Borel measures on R"

with compact support. Suppose further that J xß dvj(x) = 0 for all multi-

indices ß with \ß\ < k .

(a) If 0 < a < 2k + 2 and if a is not even, then

(1.9) J^.^.c... !*&£&>.*,
JfL" \x\

where cn,a = 2~an~"l2F(\(n + a))/F(-\a).   Here v  is the Fourier

transform of v, given by v(x) = J<?_!<x>£> dv(c]) .

(b) If 0 < a < 2k + 2 and if a is even, then Ja(vi, v2) = 0.

The proof uses the theory of Schwartz distributions. This representation

was inspired by the treatment of the distribution ra by Helgason [HI]. The

convergence of the integral in (1.9) is guaranteed by the hypothesis that the

moments /xß dv¡(x) vanish. For a > 2, the vanishing of these moments is

an appropriate generalization of the requirement that the measure have total

mass zero.

Note that if v = vx = v2, then formula (1.9) becomes

nv) = cn,aJ^dx.

This gives a new demonstration that -Ia (or Ia , depending on the sign of c„ ,a)

is positive definite on an appropriate class of v , for positive noneven a. Also,

formula (1.9) seems more helpful for some applications than the defining for-

mula (1.7) since only a single integration is apparently involved. For example,

the defining formula (1.7) does not lend itself to the problem of finding an

orthonormal basis with respect to the inner product -Ja (or Ja). However

with formula (1.9), roughly speaking, an orthonormal basis g¡ with respect to

the usual inner product / g¡gj gives rise to an orthonormal basis with respect

to ±Ja by solving Oj(x) = g-;(x)|x|(a+n)/2 for Uj. Details are in §3.6.

The separation discrepancy estimates for nonatomic measures follow from

estimates on the functional Ia , using formula (1.6). Theorems (1.1) and (1.2)

are consequences of the following precise estimates.

(1.10) Theorem. Let v be as in Theorem (1.1), with z¡ £ C. If 0 < a < 2,
then

-7»>cas4+a(£|z,-|2) ,

where ca is a positive constant independent of the location of the lattice and of

the number, size, and weights of the squares. This inequality is best possible up

to choice of the constant ca .

(1.11) Theorem. Let p be as in Theorem (1.2). If 0 < a < 2, then

-Ia(p)>ca\\\gradg\\\7:-a\\g\\6o:a,

where ca is a positive constant independent of the density g. This inequality is

best possible up to the choice of the constant ca .

Theorems (1.10) and (1.11), together with their extensions to higher dimen-

sions, are proved in §§4.2 and 4.3.
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Finally, there is a close relation between the Radon transform and the func-

tional 71 . The relation can be exploited to obtain norm inequalities using the

above results. Let S"-1 be the unit sphere in R". For a Borel measurable

function / on R" , the Radon transform M f of / is defined by

91 f (a ,t)=f f(x) ¿x,        o£ S"-
J(x.o)=t

t£R.

The integral here is with respect to (n - 1 )-dimensional Lebesgue measure on

the hyperplane (x, o) = t. A mixed norm for functions F on Sn~x x R can

be defined by

-GU/ \F(o,t)\pdt
qIp     \ i/»?

do

Here do means integration with respect to Euclidean surface measure on S"~x.

Estimates of the type \\¿%f\\q,p < Cr,íiP||/||r have been studied by Oberlin and

Stein [OS] and others. Notice that when q = p , this mixed norm is simply the

usual Lp(Sn~x x R) norm, and in particular, 117^1 ¡2,2 is equal to the usual

L2 norm ||F||2 on Sn~x xR.

Theorems (1.10) and (1.11) lead to inequalities which bound \\¿%f\\2,p away

from zero, as is discussed in §4.6. The following theorems illustrate the p = 2

case.

(1.12) Theorem. Let f be the generalized checkerboard function of Theorem

(1.1), with z;<=e. Then

IWII2 >ciV-V/2(£|z,|2)
1/2

(1.13) Theorem. Let g be the continuously differentiate function described in
Theorem (1.2). Then

ll^^lb^cTÎ-'lllgradglII-5/2!!,?!^2.

Theorems (1.12) and (1.13) can be regarded as strengthened versions of the

uniqueness theorem for the Radon transform.

Hertle [Hr] has obtained interesting inequalities which bound certain Sobolev

norms of 91 f away from zero by other Sobolev norms of /. The inequal-

ity (1.13) obtained here apparently neither implies nor follows from his.

The material in this paper is based in part on the author's doctoral thesis [Rg].

The author would like to express his gratitude to his advisor, Professor Ralph

Alexander.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Summary of results from measure theory. We recall some definitions and

results from the theory of complex measures. For further details, we refer the
reader to [DS, Fo, and Ru].

Throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise, it is understood that all mea-

sures are Borel measures, all sets are Borel sets, all measurable functions are

complex-valued and Borel measurable, and all work is done on R". A com-

plex measure takes values in C ; infinite values are not allowed, so a positive or

signed measure is a complex measure if and only if it is finite. Let \v\ denote
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the total variation of v , and let M(R") denote the Banach space of all complex

measures, with norm ||i/|| = |i/|(R"). We have Lx(v) = Lx(\v\). A set E is

called ¿/-null if M (7?) = 0. Let vR and v¡ denote the real and imaginary parts

of v , respectively, and define v = vR - iv¡.

We shall often make use of the estimate

jfdv  < j\f\d\v\,        f£Lx(v).

We use m to denote «-dimensional Lebesgue measure on the Borel sets

of R" , we use ¿x to denote integration with respect to the measure m, and

we use Ll(Rn) interchangeably with Lx(m). The notation ¿¡v = fdx (f £

Lx(Rn)) indicates that v(E) = ¡Ef(x)dx for all E. If dv = fdx, then

d\v\ = I/] ¿x. By the Radon-Nikodym Theorem, the mapping / —*• fdx is an

isometric embedding of the space L'(R") into M(R"), with range consisting

of precisely the absolutely continuous complex measures.

If p £ M(Rm) and v £ M(R"), then the product measure p x v is the

unique complex measure on Rm+" such that

(pxv)(ExF) = p(E)v(F)

for all E c Rm , F cRn . We have \pxv\ = \p\x\u\. In particular, Lx(pxv) =

Lx(\p\x\v\).

The convolution of two complex measures p and v is the complex mea-

sure p * v defined by

(p * v)(E) = J I xe(x + y) dp(x) dv(y).

If / £ Lx(Rn) and v e M(R"), then f*v£ Lx(Rn) is given by

(f*u)(x) = Jf(x-y)du(y).

If /, g £ Lx(Rn), then f*g£ LX(R") is given by

(f*g)(x) = f f(x-y)g(y)dy.

The latter two definitions agree with the first when L'(R") is identified with

a subspace of A7(R") under the map / —> fdx. The last equation defines

f* g for functions / and g that are not necessarily in L'(R"), provided the
integral exists.

A multi-index is an ordered «-tuple of nonnegative integers. If ß = (ßx, ... ,

ß„) is a multi-index and x = (xi, ... , x„) e R" , then define

\ß\=ßl + --- + ßn,

ß\ = ßl\-ß„\,

yß    —    yß\    ...   yß

ßXi) \ox„

ßr,

2.2.    The classes  Af^R")  and   Vk(R").    In this section we discuss certain

classes of complex measures and their behavior under convolution.   For real
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t > 0, define

M'(R") = iv £ M(Rn) : j |x|' d\v\(x) < ocj .

That is, u £ M'(Rn) if and only if |x|' £ Lx(v). For 0 < 5 < t, we have
Ms(Rn) D M'(Rn). Define

oo

M°°(R") = f] Mk(Rn)

k=l

and

Afc(R") = {v £ M(Rn) : v has compact support}.

Example. Let / be in the space ^(R") of infinitely differentiable functions

which, together with all of their derivatives, remain bounded when multiplied

by any polynomial. Then the measure v given by du = fdx is in M°°(Rn).

We remark that, of these spaces, only M(R") is complete (with respect to

the norm ||^|| = |iv|(R")). Indeed, CC°°(R") is dense in the (isometrically em-

bedded) subspace L'(R") of M(Rn). Thus, for fixed t > 0, there exist func-

tions in CC00(R") (hence, measures in Af^R")) which converge to a measure

in Ll(Rn) c Af(R") but not in Af'(R").

(2.2.1) Lemma. Let k be a nonnegative integer. Then there exist positive con-

stants cnk and C„yk such that

cn,k\x\k < YI l-^l - C",k\x\k ,    for all X £ R" .
\ß\=k

Proof. On the compact set {y £ R" : |y| = 1}, the continuous function

H\ß\=k\yß\ is always positive.  Therefore, let cnk > 0 be the minimum of

Y,\ß\=k\yß\ on {y '• \y\ = H anc* ̂ et ^«,fe De tne maximum. The lemma

follows by homogeneity.   D

The lemma shows the equivalence of the condition |x|fc e Lx(\v\) with the

condition that xß £ Lx(\v\) for all multi-indices ß such that |/?| = k .

Spaces of measures with vanishing moments will also be of interest. For each

nonnegative integer k , define

Vk(Rn) = iv £ Mk(R") : ix<sdv(x) = Q, 0< \ß\ < k\

and
oo

V°°(R") = p| Vk(Rn).

k=\

We now establish that Af^R") is closed under convolution, and that Vk(R")

is an ideal in Af*(R"). The following lemma is a standard result in the case

when / is bounded (in which case the hypothesis on g is satisfied a priori).
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(2.2.2) Lemma. Let f be a complex-valued measurable function on Rn , and let

p, v £ M(Rn). Suppose the function g on R2n given by g(x, y) = f(x + y)

is in Lx(p x v). Then f £ Lx (p * v) and

(2.2.3) j fd(p*v) = jj f(x+y) dp(x) dv(y).

Proof. From the definition of convolution, it follows that \p\ *\v\ is a positive

measure satisfying \(p * v)(E)\ < (\p\ * \v\)(E) for all E. But \p * v\ is the

least such positive measure, so \p * v\(E) < (\p\ * \v\)(E) for all E. Therefore,

Jhd\p*v\< jhd(\p\*\v\) = jjh(x + y)d\p\(x)d\v\(y)

when ft is a characteristic function, and hence, by linearity and the Monotone

Convergence Theorem, when ft is a nonnegative measurable function on R" .

In particular, taking ft = |/| shows that f £ Lx(p*v).

Equation (2.2.3) holds when / is a characteristic function. The general case

follows by linearity and the Dominated Convergence Theorem.   D

(2.2.4) Proposition. The class Ml(R") is closed under convolution.

Proof. Letting f(x) = |x|' and g(x, y) = f(x + y), then by the previous

lemma, it is enough to show g £ Lx(p x v) = Lx(\p\ x \v\), where p and v

are in Af'(R"). But this follows from the fact that

\x + y\' < (\x\ + \y\Y < [2max(|x|, |y|)]< < 2'(|x|' + \y\!).   o

(2.2.5) Proposition. The class Vk(R") is an ideal under convolution in Mk(R").

Proof. Suppose p £ Vk(R") and v £ Mk(R"). Let ß be a multi-index with

\ß\ < k. As in the proof of the previous proposition, g(x, y) = |x + y\k e

Lx(p x v), so that by Lemma (2.2.1), (x + y)^ £ Lx(px v). Therefore by

Lemma (2.2.2), xß £ Lx(p* v) and

i xß d(p * z/)(x) = ff(x + y)ß dp(x) dv(y).

From the «-dimensional binomial theorem, it follows that

Jx<id(p*v)(x)=  ¿2  ^jxydp(x)jysdv(y).
y+S=ß

Since /xy dp(x) = 0 whenever |y| < \ß\ < k , we conclude p*v £ Vk(Rn).   o

2.3. The Fourier transform. The Fourier transform of a complex measure v

is the bounded continuous function v given by

y(y) = f e-i(x-y)dv(x),       y£R",

where (x, y) is the usual Euclidean inner product on R" . In particular, when

/GL'(R"),

f(y)= [ e-i{x'y)f(x)dx,       yeR".
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With this normalization, the inverse transform is

g(x) = (2n)-n [ ei<x^g(y)dy,       x £ R" , g £ Lx(Rn).
Jr"

By applying Lemma (2.2.2) to the bounded function f(x) = <?-'<*'£>, we obtain

¿i*V«) = /*(£)*«;),      £eR".

(2.3.1) Lemma. Let k be a nonnegative integer. If v £ Mk(R"), then v £ Ck

and &ßv = ((-ix)ßv)~.

Proof. Note that \e~i{>x>y>(-ix)ß\ <\xß\, and xß £ Lx(v) for \ß\ < k. There-

fore by repeated differentiation under the integral sign (cf. [Fo, Theorem 2.27]),

we have

dy3P(y) = 9/ íe~i{x'y)dv(x) = Í e~i{x-y){-ix)ß du(x).   □

2.4. Tempered distributions. This section contains a brief summary of some

definitions and notation from the theory of tempered distributions that are used
in §§3.3 and 3.6. For further details, see [Fo, Chapter 8, §5] and [HI, Chapter I,

§2.8].
Let 77 (Rn) denote the space of infinitely differentiable complex-valued func-

tions on R", all of whose derivatives remain bounded when multiplied by

any polynomial. Equivalently, for any nonnegative integer N and any multi-

index ß, define

||^||(„;/?)=sup(l + |x|)"|dVWI
xeR"

and

79>(R") = {y/£ C°°(Rn) : \\w\\(N,ß) < oo for all N, /?}.

A sequence y/k of functions in S"(R") converges to y/£9p(R") if for all /V

and ß,

\\Vk- V\\(N,ß) -*Q    as k -> °°-

A tempered distribution is a continuous linear functional on 9^(Rn), and the

set of all tempered distributions is denoted by 9"(Rn). For T £ 9"(R") and
y/ £ ^(R"), denote the value of T at y/ by (T, y/).

A measurable function / on R" is called a tempered function if

(1 + \x\)~Nf £ LX(R") for some JV > 0, and any tempered function / de-

fines a tempered distribution Tf by

{Tf,y/) = j fy/,        y,£Sf(Rn).

It is common to identify / with Tf. Any / 6 LP(Rn) (1 < p < oo) is a tem-

pered function. Similarly, any complex measure v on R" defines a tempered

distribution Tv by

(Tv,y,) = j y/dv,        y,£9*(R").

The Fourier transform of a complex measure or of a function in L'(R") is

defined in §2.3. For y/ £ <9*(R") c LX(R"), the transform y/ is also in 77(Rn).
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For T £ 77"(Rn), its Fourier transform is the tempered distribution f defined

by
(t,¥) = {T,w),        y/£¿7(R").

As a mapping from 77'(Rn) to ¿7'(Rn), the Fourier transform is one-to-one.

For / £ Lx(Rn), the tempered distributions tf and T> concide. Similarly, if

v is a complex measure, then v is a bounded continuous (hence, tempered)

function, and tv = Tp .

For / 6 9*(R") and T £ 77'(Rn), define fT by

(fT,yv) = (T,fys),        W£¿7(R").

One can also define the tempered function (hence, tempered distribution) /* T ;

for the special case T = Tg (where g is a tempered function), f*Tg is the

tempered function f*g (or the tempered distribution Tf,g). This convolution

has the property

f*T = ft.
We now discuss the tempered distribution ra, as presented in [HI]. Let

£2 be an open subset of C. A mapping a —* Ta from Q into 77'(Rn) is

called a meromorphic distribution-valued function if for every y/ £ 77(Rn),

the mapping a —» (Ta, y/) from Q. into C is a meromorphic function.

For Rea > -«, the function f(x) = \x\a on R" is a tempered function

and thus defines a tempered distribution ra by

(ra,y/)= [ \x\ay/(x)dx,        y/£77(R"
Jr"

The discussion surrounding [HI, Lemma 2.33, p. 133] shows that the mapping

a —> ra extends uniquely to a meromorphic mapping from C to 77'(Rn), with

simple poles at the points a - -n -2h   (ft = 0, 1, 2, ... ).
If neither a nor -a - « are nonnegative even integers, then by [HI, Lemma

2.34, p. 134],

F(-\a)

It follows from the definition of this extension that if y/ £ 77(RP) and a > 0

is not an even integer, then the value of (r~a~" , y/) agrees with

/.

^(x)¿x

R"  \X|

whenever this integral is absolutely convergent.

3. Theory of the functional Ja

3.1.   Definition of the functional Ja .   Let a be a positive real number. For

p, v £ Afa(R"), define the functional Ja by

(3.1.1) Ja(p,v) = JJ\x-y\adp(x)dP(y).

The hypothesis p,v £ Ma(Rn) guarantees that Ja(\p\, \v\) is finite, since

\x - y\a < 2a(|x|a + |y|a). The Fubini theorem may therefore be applied to

interchange the integrations in (3.1.1).
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For X, p, v £ Afa(R") and c £ C, we have

Ja(cX + p,v) = cJa(X,v) + Ja(p, v),

Ja(X ,cp + v) = cJa(X, p) + Ja(X, v),

and _
Ja(p,v) = J"(v,p).

For v £ Ma(Rn), define Ia(v) = Ja(v , v). Observe that for c £ C, Ia(cv) =

|c|27Q(tv). In particular, if |c| = 1, then Ia(cv) = Ia(v).

We now consider the motion invariance of Ja and the effects of scaling.

A function x : Rn —> R" is a similarity transformation if it is of the form

t(x) = Tx + w, where w £ Rn and T is a (necessarily invertible) linear

transformation satisfying |Tx| =s|x| for some similarity factor s > 0. Observe

that |t(x - y)| = s\x - y\ for any x, y e R". If s = 1, then x is a motion. If

w = 0 and x(x) = Tx = sx , then x is a dilation by the factor 5 .

For a similarity transformation x, define the measure t»v by

xv(E) = v(x~xE).

If v is a complex measure and x is a similarity transformation, then xv = xv

and \xv\ = x\u\. If / e Lx(v), then a linearity and approximation argument

shows that fox~x £Lx(xv) and

(3.1.2) j fdv = j fox~xd(xv).

(3.1.3) Lemma. Let x be a similarity transformation. If v £ AfQ(R"), then
xv £ Ma(Rn).

Proof. By definition, v £ Ma(R") is equivalent to |x|a £ Lx(v). Thus,

|t-'x|a £ Lx(xv). If t(x) = Tx + w with |Tx| = s\x\, then x = r(T_1x)-l-u;,

and so |x| < í|t_1x| + \w\. Therefore, the finiteness of /|T_1x|a¿|Tiv| implies

the finiteness of / |x|Q d\xv\, and the lemma follows from (3.1.2).   D

The motion invariance of Ja is shown by taking 5 = 1 in the following

proposition.

(3.1.4) Proposition. Let p, v £ Ma(R") and let x be a similarity transforma-

tion with similarity factor s. Then

Ja(xp, xv) = saJa(p, v).

Proof. By (3.1.2), we have

Ja(xp, xv) = sa [Í \x~xx - x'xy\a d(xp)(x) d(xv)(y)

= saJa(p,v).   O

Another useful type of scaling is as follows. Define the measure vis-¡ by

v,S) = s"xv , where x is dilation by 5 > 0. By linearity and Proposition (3.1.4),

we have the following.

(3.1.5) Corollary. If P, v £ Ma(R"), then

Ja(p{s),v{s)) = s2n+aJa(p,v).

The next lemma shows how the scaled measure i>tS) arises naturally.
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(3.1.6) Lemma. Let f £ LX(R"), and let dv = fdx.  Define fiS)  to be the
dilation of the function f by a factor of s > 0, given by

f(s)(x) = f(s~Xx).

Then

dv(S) = fis) dx.

Proof. Let t be dilation by s > 0. Then for all E,

v{5)(E) = s" í     f(x)dx = sn\det(x~x)\ f fox~x(x)dx
Jr-*E JE

= / f[s)(x)dx.   u
Je

3.2.   The case of even a.

(3.2.1) Theorem. Suppose p and v are in M2k+2(R") and Vk(Rn).  If 0 <

a <2k + 2 and if a is even, then

Ja(p,v) = 0.

Proof. Write a = 2ft , where 0 < ft < k . Then by the multinomial theorem,

\x-y\2h = [(xx-yx)2 + -.- + (xn-yn)2]h= E^-jO2*,
ß\

\ß\=h H

i*-y)2ß= E (-^'^V.

and by the «-dimensional binomial theorem,

Hi
y\S\

y+ö=2ß

Thus,

J2h(p, v) = jj\x-y\2hdp(x)dv(y)

= E E <-','«(/*'«,>)(Jyw).
\ß\=hy+S=2ß H-r-   •    \J /   \J /

Now for each y and ô with y + ô = 2ß and \ß\ = h , we have \y\ + \ô\ = 2ft ,

so that either /xy dp(x) or Jys dv(y) is zero. Therefore J2h(p, v) = 0.   D

3.3. A representation formula. The proof of the following theorem uses results

about the space 77'(Rn) of tempered distributions. We remark that the van-

ishing of the moments J xßf(x)dx in the following is exactly the condition

necessary to guarantee the absolute convergence of the integral (3.3.2).

(3.3.1) Theorem. Suppose fx, f2 £77(Rn) with Jxßfj(x)dx = 0 for all multi-
indices ß with 1/31 < k. Let dv¡ = fdx. If 0 < a < 2k + 2 and if a is not
even, then

(3.3.2) Ja(ul,u2) = cn,af  fl{^{+2}X) dx,
Jr"      \x\

where c„.a = 2"a^-"/2r(i(« + a))/r(-ia).
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Proof. Consider

Jaivi,vi) = JJ\x-y\aA(x)jW)dxdy.

Now

r\x-y\afx(x)dx = fx*ra(y),
/'

where the function ra for a > 0 is given by ^(y) = |y|". But for a > 0, rQ

can also be regarded as a tempered distribution whose value at y/ £ 77(Rn) is

(ra, y/) = J \x\ay/(x) dx. Therefore fx *ra is a tempered distribution, and we

have by the theory of distributions

/>., v2) = (fi * ra, f2) = (f7r°, f2) = (ffi, f2)

= (îaJxf2) = (2n)-n(f",fif2).

Now since a is not even, we have by [HI, Lemma 2.34, p. 134] that

fa — C       r-a-n
'     — ^n ,a' >

where

"■""■ F(-±a)    •

The distribution r~a~n is discussed in §2.4. The value of (r~a~n , ff2) agrees

with

(3.3.3) /  M*\{2{x)dx

whenever this integral is absolutely convergent. To establish absolute conver-

gence, it suffices in this case to consider the behavior of the integrand near the

origin. Note that the vanishing of / xß f(x)dx is equivalent to the vanishing

of dßfj(0) by Lemma (2.3.1). Therefore by Taylor's formula, we have

fj(x)=   ]T   aj.ßxß+Rj(x),
\ß\=k+l

for some a¡^, where |7?,(x)| < c;|x|^+1 on {x : |x| < 1} for some c¡. From

Lemma (2.2.1), it follows that \f(x)\ < C7|x|fc+1 on {x : |x| < 1} for some C¡;

hence,

\fix)fi(x)\      C\x\2k+2 <
1x1a"1"" lxla+,!     ' II—'

for some C . Since a < 2k + 2, the integral (3.3.3) converges absolutely, and

the theorem is proved.   D

3.4. Weak convergence results. In this section, we discuss topics closely related

to the weak convergence of measures. These results will be used to generalize

Theorem (3.3.1). Items (3.4.1)-(3.4.3) are taken from Bochner [Bo].
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(3.4.1) Definition. A sequence {v¡} of complex measures is said to be Bernoulli

convergent to the complex measure v if

lim / fdvj = / fdv

for all bounded continuous / : R" —► C.

(The requirement in [Bo] that the norms \\v¡\\ be jointly bounded is super-

fluous, by the Uniform Boundedness Principle [Fo, Theorem 5.12].)

Throughout this section, if y/ is any function on R" , then define

y/¡(x) = lny/(lx)

for all positive integers /. The following lemma is from [Bo, §1.1].

(3.4.2) Lemma. Let y/ £ Lx(Rn) with j y/(x)dx = 1. Then

(a) j\y/¡(x)\dx = J \y/(x)\dx for all I, and
(b) / y/¡(x) dx = 1 for all I.

The next lemma is Theorem 1.5.3(i) in [Bo, §1.5].

(3.4.3) Lemma. Let y/ £ L'(R") with J y/(x) dx = I, and let v be a complex
measure. Define dv¡ = (y/¡*v)dx. Then the sequence of measures {v¡} is

Bernoulli convergent to v .

The next result follows immediately by applying Lemma (3.4.3) to the bound-

ed continuous function /(¿;) = ?-'(■* >£> .

(3.4.4) Corollary. Let y/ £ Lx(Rn) with Jy/(x)dx = 1, let v be a complex
measure, and let v¡ = y/¡ * v . Then the Fourier transforms v¡ converge pointwise

to v.

(3.4.5) Lemma. Let X, p, p, and v be complex measures on R" . Then

(X x p) * (p x v) = (X * p) x (p * v).

Proof. By the definition of convolution and Lemma (2.2.2), we have for all

Borel sets E in R2" ,

[(X x p) * (p x v)](E)

= / / Xe[(xi , x2) + (yi, y2)] d(X x p)(x{, x2) d(p x v)(yx, y2)

Xe(xi + y i, x2 + y2) dX(xx ) dp(yx )-m
= Xe(z , x2 + y2) d(X * p)(z)

= 1       XE(z,w)d(X*p)(z)   d(p*v)(w)

=     Xe d[(X * p) x (p * v)]

= [(X*p)x(p*v)](E).   D

dp(x2)dv(y2)

dp(x2)dv(y2)
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(3.4.6) Lemma. Let y/ £ Lx(Rn) with J y/(x)dx = 1, and let p, v be complex
measures on R" . Define dp¡ = (y/¡ * p)dx and dv¡ = (y/¡ * v)dx. Then the

sequence of measures {p¡ x v¡) is Bernoulli convergent to pxv.

Proof. Define the function ¥ on R2" by *P(x,y) = y/(x)y/(y). We have

then that // |*F(x, y)|¿x¿y < oc and //*F(x, y) ¿x ¿y = 1, so that by

Lemma (3.4.3), the sequence of measures given by [¥/ * (p x v)]dxdy is

Bernoulli convergent to pxv.

The lemma now follows from the fact that d(p¡ x v¡) = [¥/ *(px v)] dx dy .

To establish this claim, define the measure X¡ on R" by dX¡ = y/¡ dx. Then

d(X¡ * p) = (y/¡ * p)dx = dpi and similarly with p replaced by v . Hence by
Lemma (3.4.5),

Pi x v¡ = (X¡ * p) x (X¡ * v) = (X¡ x X¡) *(px v).

Now consider the measure A¡ on R2" defined by ¿A/ = ¥/ ¿x dy . Then A/ =

X¡xXi since ^¡(x, y) = y/¡(x)y/¡(y). But d[A¡*(p x v)] = [*¥¡*(p xv)]dxdy,

proving the claim and the lemma.   D

3.5. Generalizing the representation formula. In this section, we obtain a repre-

sentation theorem analogous to Theorem (3.3.1) for compactly supported mea-

sures vx,v2£ Vk(Rn) that do not necessarily have density functions. Together

with Theorem (3.2.1), the following result is Theorem (1.8).

(3.5.1) Theorem. Let vi,v2£ Vk7R7) have compact support. If 0 < a <2k + 2

and if a is not even, then

Jr"      \x\

where c„,a = 2-an-nl2F(\(n + a))/F(-\a).

Proof. Let y/ be a compactly supported C°° function with Jy/(x)dx= 1 and

let y/¡(x) = lny/(lx). Define vj j = y/¡ * vj. Then vjt¡ is a C°° function with

compact support. Moreover, i/, / is in Vk(Rn). By Theorem (3.3.1),

(3.5.2) J*ivul,v2J) = cn,af   Ul''^:+2/X) dx.
Jr" \x\

with c„,a = 2-an~nl2F(\(n + a))/F(-\a).

We now discuss the convergence of (3.5.2) as / -> cxd . For the left-hand side

of (3.5.2), there exists a single compact set K that contains the support of each

v\,i x "2,1 as well as that of vx x v2. Let 6(x, y) be a compactly supported

continuous function on R2" that agrees with |x-y|a on K. By Lemma (3.4.6),

the sequence vxjxv2¡ is Bernoulli convergent to v■ x v2, so that as / —► oo,

Jai"i,l,"2,l) = JGd(v{j x v2J) - j6d(vi x v2) = Ja(vx v2).

It remains to treat the right-hand side of (3.5.2). First, we claim that

vx(x)v 2(x)/\x\a+n is in L'(R"). Indeed, since v¡ is a complex measure, Vj is

a bounded continuous function; hence, we need only examine the behavior of

the integrand near the origin. But since vj has compact support, Vj is in fact

C°° by Lemma (2.3.1). Now the vanishing of Jxß dv¡(x) is equivalent to the
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vanishing of dßi>j(0) ; therefore, as in the proof of Theorem (3.3.1), we have

by Taylor's formula that \i>j(x)\ < Cj\x\k+X on {x : |x| < 1} for some C¡.
Thus,

\vx(x)v2(x)\ ^C\x\2k+2

/

lA1
for some C, and so

|t>l(f)l7WI¿x<oc.
lR"

as claimed.

Second, since ||(í5/||oo < ll^/lli = llalli, we have \vjj(x)\ < \\yf\\\\vi(x)\, and
thus

\*>l,l(x)Í>2,l(x)\  <        ||2|¿>l(x)g2(x)|

|x|a+" ~ "   "'      |x|Q+"

Finally, we have by Corollary (3.4.4) that Vj ¡ —> Vj pointwise. Therefore

we may apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem to the right hand side

of (3.5.2) to obtain

h,l(x)V2,l(x) ^ f    Vy(x)v2(x)dx       Qr vul(x)v2J(x) r

JR" \X\ jRn X

3.6. An application to orthonormal bases. Let »? be a nonnegative integer and

let 2q < a <2q + 2. Then by Theorems (3.3.1) and (3.5.1),

(-l)"+xIa(v)>0

whenever the nonzero complex measure v £ V(R") either is of the form

dv = f dx for / £ 77(Rn) or has compact support. Thus, (-l)q+xJa is an

inner product on an appropriate space, and a natural problem to consider is the

construction of an orthonormal basis with respect to this inner product. We

now treat this problem.

We first describe a Hubert space ÍÍ = Q„, a which includes all complex mea-

sures v £ V"(Rn) of the form dv = f dx for / £ ^(R"), and all compactly

supported complex measures in Vq(Rn).

Let the positive measure p on R" be given by dp = c|x|~"_a¿x where

c = \cn,a\- The mapping / —> c_1/2|x|("+a)/2/ is a Hubert space isomorphism

between L2(m) and L2(p). We claim that any function in L2(p) is a tempered

function. To justify this claim, first recall that a measurable function g is called

tempered if (1 -I- \x\)~Ng £ Lx(m) for some N > 0. Note that if s > 0 (and
in particular if s = (n + a)/2), then

|x|* _1_
(1 + W < W^'     w-'

and so (1 + IxD^lxl1 e L2(w) for N - s > n/2. Therefore by the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality, (1 + IxD^lxl*/ £ Lx(m) for N > s + n/2, proving the
claim.

Thus, any function in L2(p) can be regarded as a tempered distribution.
Now the inverse Fourier transform takes 77'(Rn) to 77'(R"). We may there-

fore let Q = 77~xL2(p). The space Q is a well-defined set of tempered distri-

butions.
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If S, T £ Q, then S, t £ L2(p), so we define an inner product (S, T)

on Q, to be equal to the inner product (S, t) on L2(p). Equipped with this

inner product, Q becomes a Hubert space, and the inverse Fourier transform

is a Hubert space isomorphism between L2(p) and Q.

t2.     ,    mult by c-"2!*!'"-^2     -2/   \ &"' r>
LL(m)-► LL(p)-> Ll

By Theorems (3.3.1) and (3.5.1), the space Q contains the desired mea-

sures, and the inner product on Q. agrees with (-l)q+xJa on these measures.

Under these isomorphisms, an orthonormal basis for L2(m) is mapped to an

orthonormal basis for fí.

3.7. More applications. Theorem (3.5.1) can be used to give new proofs of

generalizations of properties of Ia that appeared in [A3]. Throughout this

section, q is a nonnegative integer.

(3.7.1) Proposition. Let vx, v2, ... , vm be compactly supported complex mea-

sures in Vq(Rn). Suppose 2q < a < 2q + 2 (so that by Theorem (3.5.1),

(-l)q+lIa(vj) is nonnegative). If zx, z2, ... , zm are complex numbers with

¿~^\zj\ — 1, then

(-l)q+xP (£zjVj) < (-ir15>;|/>;).

Proof. By Theorem (3.5.1),

(-ir'r(y:zÄ) = ic„..i/R_Epp!^

Now

\ZzjPj{x)f < (5>7ll*y(*)l)2 = [E (n1/2) (i^i1/2i^wi)]'

But by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

[E (n1/2) fanojw)]2 < (Ei^i) (Ei^n^wi2) •
Since Y, \zj\ = 1 > we therefore have

\^2zjVj(x)\2 <J2\ZJ\\ÛÂX)\2-

Thus,

|c     ,/   \Zzj*j(x)\2d       .       lT.,f
x\a+"

= (-l)q+x'£\zJ\Ia(vJ).    D

The following theorem will be used to prove Theorem (4.1.4) and is important

in later applications. It follows directly from Theorem (3.5.1).

(3.7.2) Theorem. Let v and 4> be compactly supported complex measures on R"

with v £ Vq(R"). If 2q < a < 2q + 2, then

(-l)q+xIa(<f> * v) < (-l)q+x\\<l>\\2Ia(v).
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Proof. By Lemma (2.2.5), tj>*v is a compactly supported measure in Vq(Rn).

Thus, Theorem (3.5.1) applies and we have

Jr"     \x\

-\c \!
Jr

mx)v(x)\2dx
a+n

2

<\cn,a\\\kl Í l-^ßrdx
JR"   \X\

<(-l)q+x\\<f>\\2Ia(v).    D

4. Further applications and examples

4.1. The general method for lower bounds. In this section, we discuss a general

method for bounding -Ia (or 7a) from below. For the case of real-valued

signed measures, these techniques first appeared in [A2] and [A3]. Here we use

results from §3 to extend to the case of complex measures. Throughout this

section, q and k will always denote nonnegative integers.

Let v be a compactly supported nonzero complex measure in Vq(Rn), and

let 2<7<a<2c7 + 2. Then we know by Theorem (3.5.1) that (-l)q+lIa(v) > 0.

We seek stronger lower bounds for (-l)q+xIa(v).

We shall work in R"+1 , letting (x, s) denote the typical point of R"+1 , with

x = (x\,..., xn) € R" and s £R. Let P c R"+1 be the 5 = 0 hyperplane
in R"+1, and let L c R"+1 be the s-axis in R"+1 (so that P is identified
with R" , and L is identified with R).

Any complex measure v on R" gives rise to a complex measure v' on R"+1

defined by v'(E) = v(E r\P). Similarly, any complex measure ^ on R gives

rise to a complex measure (/>" on R"+1 given by <j>"(E) = tf>(Er\L). Note that
supp(iv') c P and supp(</>") C L.

(4.1.1) Lemma. If v £ Vk(Rn), then v' £ K*(R"+1).

Proof. We first observe that v e Af*(R") implies v' £ Mk(Rn+x). Indeed,

since supp(tv') cf,we have

/     \(x, s)\kd\v'\(x, s) = [    \(x,s)\kd\v'\(x,s)= [  \x\kd\v\(x).
Jr"+¡ Js=o Jr"

Now let ß = (y, ô) = (yi, ... , yn , S) be a multi-index with \ß\ < k . Then

/    (x,s)ßdv'(x,s)= [   xysôdv'(x,s).
7r»+i Js=0

If ô > 0, then the integrand vanishes. On the other hand, if ô = 0, then

\y\ = \ß\ < k, and the integral is zero since v £ Vk(R").   D

A similar proof shows that </> £ Vk(R) implies <j>" £ ^(R^1).

(4.1.2) Lemma. If v £ M(Rn) and (p £ M(R), then the measures v' * <f>"

and v x cj) on Rn+X are identical.

Proof. By uniqueness, it suffices to show that

(v' * <t>")(E xF) = v(E)<p(F)
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for all £cR", F c R. Now by the definition of convolution,

(v' * cp")(E xF) = (v' x (f>")(A-x(E x F)),

where A : Rn+X x R"+x -> R"+1 is the addition operation on R"+1. The lemma

follows from the fact that R"+1 is the internal direct sum of P and L.   D

The next result follows immediately from Lemmas (2.2.5), (4.1.1), and

(4.1.2).

(4.1.3) Corollary. If v £ Vq(R") and (¡> £ Mq(R), then v x <j> £ Vq(Rn+x).

(4.1.4) Theorem. Let v be a compactly supported complex measure in Vq(R"),

and let 2q < a < 2q + 2. Let <f> be a compactly supported complex measure

on R. Then
(-i)q+xr(v x<t>)< (-i)«+1||0||2/a(>).

Proof. Let v' and <fi" be the associated complex measures on Rn+X described
above Lemma (4.1.1). By Lemma (4.1.1), v' £ Vq(Rn+x). Therefore by apply-

ing Theorem (3.7.2) to v' and </>" , we obtain

(-l)q+xIa(v'*<t>")<(-l)q+x\\(t>"\\2Ia(v').

Since supp(tv') c P and supp(tf)") c L, we have

Ia(v')= Í f \x-y\adv'(x)dv'(y) = Ia(v)

and

u«ni = mm = \\<p\\.
But Lemma (4.1.2) shows that v' * <fi" is equal to v x </5.   D

The method for bounding (-l)?+17a(jv) from below will be to find lower

bounds for (-l)q+xIa(v x 4>) and apply Theorem (4.1.4).
The following additional notation will be useful. For x £ P, let Lx denote

the line in Rn+X through x and orthogonal to P. If <fi is a complex measure

on R, define the measure cf>x by 4>x(E) = ¡t>(E C\LX).

(4.1.5) Theorem. Let p and v be compactly supported complex measures on R",

<z«¿ let cf) be a compactly supported complex measures on R. Then

Ja(px<p,vxct>)= [   [  Ja(4>x , <t>y)dp(x)dv
Jr" Jr"

(y).

Proof. Since all measures here have compact support, we may freely apply the

Fubini Theorem, so that

Ja(px<t>,vx<)>) = jj  JJ\(x,s)-(y,t)\ad<t>(s)d^(t)   dp(x)dv(y).

But for fixed Xo, yo £ R" ,

Ja(4>X0,4>y0)= f      [      \(x,s)-(y,t)\ad<pXo(x,s)d^(y,t).
J(y,t)J(x,s)

Now since (¡)Xo has support entirely within the line LXo, and </>yo has support

entirely within the line Lyo, this double integral is equal to

//'
\(xQ,s)-(y0,t)\ad<p(s)d<p(t).

>t Js

The conclusion follows.   D
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When the measure 0 is understood from context, it will sometimes be conve-

nient to write Ja(4>x, 4>y) = Ja(x, y). Furthermore, the proof of the previous

theorem showed that

Ja(x,y) = jJ\(x,s)-(y, Ord<Ks)d$(t).

Now if r = \x - y\, then

|(x, s) - (y, t)\a = [(x - y)2 + (s- t)2]a'2 = [r2 + (s - t)2]a>2,

so that

Ja(x, y) = JJ[r2 + (s- tffl2 dcp(s) d4>(t).

Hence, Ja(x, y) does not depend on the location of the points x and y but

only on the distance between them. This discussion motivates the following
definition.

(4.1.6) Definition. If tp is a compactly supported complex measure on R, if

a > 0, and if r is any real number, then let

Ja(</>, r) = j j[r2 + (s- t)2]a'2 ¿0(5) d$(t).

We emphasize that /"(</>, r) can be considered as a function of r with pa-

rameters a and <j>, in which case Ja(4>, r) does not depend on the points x

and y, the dimension « of R" , or the measures p and v from the foregoing

discussion. However, in a particular context, if r is taken to be the distance be-

tween the two points x and y , then Ja(<t>, r) = Ja(x, y) and the dependence

on x and y is as described earlier.

The following two theorems are proved in [A3].

(4.1.7) Theorem (R. Alexander). Let the nonzero signed atomic measure 4> £

Vk (R) have compact support. If 2q < a < 2q + 2, where 0 < q < k, then

(-l)q+xJa(4>, r) is a strictly decreasing positive function of r.

(4.1.8) Theorem (R. Alexander). Let the signed atomic measure <j) £ Vk(R)

have support in the interval [-jh, \h] for some 0 < ft < j , and let \\(j)\\ = 1.

If a > 0 and r > 2, then

\Ja(<f>,r)\<cah2k/r2k+2-a,

where ca is a positive constant depending only on a. If 0 < a < 2, then ca

may be replaced by 1.

We observe that Theorem (4.1.8) is most useful if a < 2k + 2 .

Suppose p and v are compactly supported complex measures in Vq(Rn),

and let 2q < a < 2q + 2 . Suppose we introduce a measure tf> that is a nonzero,

signed, compactly supported atomic measure in Vk (R) where k > q. Let

r = \x - y\. Then by Theorem (4.1.5) we have

(4.1.9) (-l)q+xJa(p x(j),vx4>)= j   f [(-l)q+x Ja(ct>, r)]dp(x)dv(y).
Jr" Jr"
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This formula should be compared to the definition of Ja :

(4.1.10) Ja(p,v)= í   [ radp(x)dv(y).
JR" Jr"

Notice that in both formulas (4.1.9) and (4.1.10), the integrands are positive.

However, the integrand in (4.1.10) is a strictly increasing function of r, while

the integrand in (4.1.9) is a strictly decreasing function of r by Theorem (4.1.7).

In fact, Theorem (4.1.8) shows that the integrand in (4.1.9) decreases faster than

catk/r2k+2~a for r > 2. These properties will be the key to obtaining lower

bounds for (-l)q+xIa(v x </>) and hence (-l)q+xIa(v) via Theorem (4.1.4).

We conclude this section by recording some lemmas. The following fact

from [A3] guarantees the existence of a measure tj> satisfying the conditions in

the previous paragraph.

(4.1.11) Lemma (R. Alexander). Given k + 2 distinct points in R, there is a

nonzero signed measure <f> £ Vk(R) that is supported by these points.

The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem (4.2.2). The

proof is a direct generalization of the proof of [A2, Lemma 8] to the case of

complex z,.

(4.1.12) Lemma. Let M be a positive integer, and let a¡j > 0, with a¡j = a¡i,

for i, j £ {I, ... , M} . Suppose that for each i,

M

7=1

for some K which is independent of i. Then for any complex numbers zx, ... ,

zm ,
M

E
¿, 7=1

üjjZjZj

M

í=i

Finally, the proofs of the theorems obtained below for checkerboard and

continuous examples will use the notation and results of the following lemma.

(4.1.13) Lemma. Let the signed atomic measure tj> £ Vk(R) have support in the

interval [-\h, ¿h] for some 0 < ft < \, and let \\4>\\ = 1. Let 2q < a < 2q+2,
for some 0 < q < k. Fix x £ Rn and let S > 0. Define

ci(ô) = ci(ô,n,a,<t>)= [ (-l)q+xJa(x,y)dm(y)
J\y-x\<S

and

c2(ô) = c2(ô,n,a,(t>)= í (-l)q+xJa(x,y)dm(y).
J\y-x\>S

If k > \(n + 1) + q, then Ci(ô) + c2(ô) = c2(0) < oo, a«¿ so c2(ô) -» 0 as
8 —* oo.

Proof. Since

(-l)q+xJa(cp, r) < cah2k/r2k+2-a   for r > 2,

and since
0<(-l)'?+17a(<73,r)<(-l)«+17Q((/3)    for all r,
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we have

c2(0)=/      /   (-l)q+xJa((j),r)rn-xdrdo
Js"-> Jo

<o(S n-U
¡•2 /»oo     rn—\

■\)"+xIa{<¡>) j   r"-xdr + cah2k j    -^^dr

But q < 2q + 2 and k > \(n + I) + q . Therefore,

(»oo      rn—\/•oo      „n— i /»oo   i

/     ^-77773—¿r <  /     ~^dr < OC.    Dy2 ^+2-a     y2 ^2

It should be observed that by the discussion preceding Definition (4.1.6), the

quantities cx(S) and C2(<5) are independent of the choice of the point x e R".

4.2. Checkerboard examples. A key feature of the estimates obtained in [A2]

and [A3] is that the measures involved have atoms. In particular, the weight

of a measure at each of these points is of substantially greater magnitude than

in the surrounding neighborhood, and this concentration of weight is used in a

decisive manner. We wish to consider nonatomic measures, which do not have

such concentrations at points. As a first example of a measure whose weight is

smeared out over open sets, we consider a generalized checkerboard measure as

discussed in the hypotheses of Theorem (1.1). The following theorem contains
Theorem (1.10) when « = 2.

(4.2.1) Theorem. Suppose the function f on R" is defined on N" open cubes S¡,

each of side length s, arranged in an N x ■■■ x N lattice. Let f have value

Zi £ C on Si, and suppose ¿ z,■ = 0. If dv = fdx and 0 < a < 2, then

-7>)>c„,q52"+"(EN2),

where cn.a is a positive constant independent of the location of the lattice and
of the number, size, and weights of the cubes.

Actually we can prove the same inequality regardless of the arrangement of

the cubes. The following theorem contains Theorem (4.2.1) as a special case.

(4.2.2) Theorem. Consider a collection of disjoint open cubes S¡ in R", each

of side length s. Let f have value z, £ C on S¡, and 0 elsewhere in R".

Suppose £z, = 0. Define dv = fdx, so that v £ K°(R"). Let 0 < a < 2.
Then

-Ia(v)>Cn,aS2n+a(j2\Zi\2),

where c„.a is a positive constant independent of the number, size, location, and
weights of the cubes.

Proof. Let k > j(n + I) and let tf> be a compactly supported signed atomic

measure in Vk(R) with \\(f>\\ = 1. Then by Theorems (4.1.4) and (4.1.5),

-Ia(v) > -Ia(v x <f>) = if -Ja(x, y)dv(x)dv(y).
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Therefore because of the structure of the measure v , we have

-7q(i')>E(// -Jaix,y)dydx^j\Zi\2

+ EÍ// -Jaix,y)dydx\zlzj

^Y,{js js-jaix>y)dydx)\ztf

- Y.[jsjs-Jaix>y)dydx)z-

We shall bound this difference away from zero. To obtain a lower bound for

the first term, let E¡ be the open cube of side length s - 2ô centered in the

cube Si, and let F¡ = S¡ - E¡. (ô > 0 is fixed but will be chosen later.) Then

f  I -Ja(x,y)dydx> I      f -Ja(x, y)dydx = (s-2ô)ncx(ô),
JSi JSi Jx€E, J\y-x\<S

and so

(4-2-4)     E (J j s -Jaix>y^dydx) iz'i2 * (^-2á)"c1((5)Ei^i2-

We now obtain an upper bound for the term

Let

a

Y,{lsJs-Ja(x,y)dydx\zlzJ

{/   /   -Ja(x,y)dydx,    for i ¿ j,
Js¡ JSj

0, fori = j.

Notice that a¡j > 0 and a¡j — a¡\. We shall show that for all fixed i,

(4.2.5) !>;<*,

where K is independent of i ; then Lemma (4.1.12) will give the upper bound

£
i-j

atjZiZj <*En

For i¿j,

a,j =

But

/       /     -Ja(x,y)dydx+ I      f     -Ja(x,y)dydx.
Jx&Ei JyeSj Jx£F, Jy€Sj

[      [     -Ja(x,y)dydx< (      f -Ja(x, y)dydx = (s-2ô)nc2(ô),
Jx€E¡ JyGSj JxeE, J\y-x\>6
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and

/      /     -Ja(x,y)dydx< [      i-Ja(x, y)dydx = [sn - (s - 2a)"]c2(0).
JxeFj JyeSj JxeF, Jy

So we indeed have for i ^ j that

(4.2.6) ay < (' - 2ô)"c2(ô) + PH-lta(s)c2{0),

where Pn-i.s(s) is an (« - l)th-degree polynomial in 5 with coefficients de-

pending on « , a, and ô . We could now sum over j for each fixed i in (4.2.6)

and obtain a bound K to use in (4.2.5), but such an estimate would not be as

strong as we should like. The estimate in (4.2.6) is weak, because it holds for

all i and j and must therefore allow for the possibility that S¡ and Sj might

be within distance S of each other. However, given a fixed S¡, there is a

maximum number of Sj which may lie within distance ô of S¡. A packing

argument given in Lemma (4.2.7) below will show that there exists M(6, •«)

such that this maximum number is Cn whenever s > M(ô, n). For fixed i,

we therefore consider

E aij = E a*i+ E °ij '
j jeJ¡ j&Ji

where 7i = Jx(i) is the index set of all j such that Sj lies within distance S

of S¡, and J2 = J2(i) is the index set of all other j. We use the estimate

in (4.2.6) only for j e J\, obtaining

E aU $ C»US - 2S)"C2(S) + Pn-i.s(s)C2(0)].
jeJ,

For j £ J2, on the other hand, we have

Yatj= [  [       -Ja(x,y)dydx< f  f -Ja(x,y)dydx = snc2(5).
jej2 Js> JxJj2 sj Js' J\y-*\>à

We conclude that

J>« < C„[(s - 2ö)"c2(ö) + Pn_i .s(s)c2(0)] + s"c2(ô)

j

= (Cn + l)c2(ô)s" + Qn_u(s),

where Q„_i,<5(i) is an (« - l)th-degree polynomial in 5 with coefficients de-

pending on « , a, and ô . Therefore by Lemma (4.1.12) we obtain the upper

bound

Efl''7z'z7 <[(Cn + l)c2(ô)sn + Qn_itô(s)]Y,\^

Combining this with (4.2.3) and (4.2.4), we obtain

-7» > [snci(ô) - (C„ + l)c2(S)s" - ß„-i,,j(j)]E lz'l2-
i

Choose S so that cx(ô) > (Cn + l)c2(ô). Choose so > max(Af(<5, «), 23)

sufficiently large so that the quantity in brackets is greater than 1 when s is

replaced by so ■ Note that so is completely independent of the measure v (but
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does depend on « and a). We have shown that if vo is a measure of this type

with support squares of side length 50 • then

-7>o)>EN2-

Now consider the measure v with support squares of arbitrary side length 5.

Dilate v to obtain a measure v0 with support squares of side length sq . Then

by scaling,
-(s0/s)2n+*Ia(v) = -Ia(v0).

We conclude that -Ia(v) > cs2"+a(£ |z,|2), where c = s7(2n+a) is a positive

constant independent of the number, size, location, and weights of the support

squares. This completes the proof of Theorems (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), with the

exception of the packing argument given in the following lemma.   G

(4.2.7) Lemma. Let N(s, ô, n) be the maximum number of cubes of side length

s in R" that have points within distance ô of another cube of side length s,

where all cubes are pairwise disjoint. Then there exist C„ and M(ô, n) such

that N(s, 6, n) <Cn whenever s > M(ô, n).

Proof. The diameter of each of these cubes is -Jh~s. Let Qs be a cube of

side length s in R" with center at the origin. Any cube having points within

distance ô of the cube Qs must lie completely within distance \\fh~s + ô + ^fh~s
of the origin. Therefore, since there is no overlapping of cubes, we have that

the volume of N(s, S, n) + 1 cubes of side length s must be no greater than

the volume of the ball of radius \s/h~s + ô ; that is,

(N(s,S, n) + l)sn < oj„(ly/ns + ô)n ,

where co„ is the volume of the ball of unit radius in R". Thus,

N(s,ô, «) + 1 <con(\sfri + s~xô)n.

Now

{\y/n + S-XÔ)n = (¡VÏÏ)"+S-XÔP(S-XÔ),

where P is an (« - l)th-degree polynomial with coefficients depending on « .

But eP(e) -»O as e —► 0, so for each ô > 0 there exists M(S, n) such that

5_1f57>(5_1f5) < cd"1 whenever s > M(ô, n). We conclude that N(s, ô, n) <

Onijy/ñ)" for s > M(ô, «), proving the lemma, and hence Theorems (4.2.1)

and (4.2.2).   D

The following theorem shows the sense in which the inequality of Theo-

rem (4.2.1) is best possible.

(4.2.8) Theorem. Let s, A > 0, let N be a positive integer, and let 0 < a < 2.

Then there exist (2N)n open cubes S¡ in R", each of side length s, arranged in

a 2N x • • • x 2/V lattice, along with (2N)" numbers z¡ satisfying ^ z, = 0 a«¿

£ |z,|2 = A, such that if f is defined to have value z¡ on S¡ and if dv = fdx,

then
-Ia(v)<Cn,as2n+a(£\Zi\2).

Here C„, a is a positive constant independent of s, A, and N.

Proof. We shall say that a lattice (of congruent cubes in R") is in standard

position if one corner of the lattice is at the origin and if the edges adjacent to

this corner lie on the positive coordinate axes.
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First consider the 2 x •• • x 2 lattice, in standard position, of cubes each of

side length 1. Define a fixed function g0 on this lattice by letting g0 have

value 1 on \(2n) of these cubes and -1 on the remaining \(2n) cubes.

Now for given s, A , and N, consider the N x ■■■ x N lattice, in standard

position, of M = Nn cubes Qk , each of side length 2s. Each 2s-cube contains

a smaller 2 x • • • x 2 lattice of 2" cubes, each of side length 5. One of these

smaller 2 x • • • x 2 lattices of s-cubes is in standard position. Define a fixed

function g on this smaller lattice by letting g(x) = wgo(s~xx), where w =

Axl2(2N)~nl2 . (Thus, g is a dilation and multiple of the function go •)

Let us say that a function / is g-distinguished if / is supported by the

larger N x ■ ■ ■ x N lattice of cubes Qk and if each restriction fk to Qk is a

translation of the function g or -g. We shall consider functions / which are

g-distinguished, and we shall show that one of these functions will suffice.

Notice that a g-distinguished function / is supported by a 2N x ■■■ x 27V

lattice of cubes S¡ each of side length 5, and if z, = ±w is the value of f

on Si, then £ \zi\2 = (2N)nw2 = A . Also, if / is g-distinguished and if we

let dvk = fkdx, then vk(Qk) = 0 and so v = Y!k=\ vk nas total mass zero.
We further observe that there are two possible choices for each fk (since fk

is a translation of either g or -g), so there are 2M possible choices for /.

We now consider a probability space where the sample space consists of

the 2M possible g-distinguished functions, giving equal probability to each

function. Since

/>) = E/>*)+E-/>*>i/')'
k k¿l

the expected value of 7a(»v) is

EP(v) = E£/>*) + ^EJa(vk, «/,).

k k¿l

But the expectation EJa(vk,v¡) is equal to zero for k ^ I. Indeed, there are

four equally likely outcomes for Ja(vk, v¡), namely

' ckj,       if fk~ g, f ~ g,

-Ck,i,    if/fc~ g,fi~-g,

-Ckj,   if A—g,fi~g,

. Ck.l,       iffk ~-g, //~ -g-

(Here fk ~ g means that fk is a translation of g.) Thus, EJa(vk, v¡) = 0,

and so
EIa(v) = YJEIa(vk).

k

If ¿»Vfj = go dx, then by translation invariance and scaling, we have

Ia(vk) = Ia(v0)s2n+aw2.

Thus,

EIa(v) = Y,EIa(vk) = YJIaivo)s2n+aw2 = Ia(v0)s2n+aw2M,

k k

or since w2 = ^(27^)-" = A2~"M-X,

E[-Ia(v)] = -r(vo)2-"s2n+aA.

Jai»k ,vi)={
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Therefore, there exists a g-distinguished function f with value on each smaller

cube S¡ equal to z, = w or -w as appropriate such that Yl \z¡\2 - (2N)nw2 =

A and
-Ia(v) = -Ia(vo)2-"s2n+aA.

Letting C„,a = -Ia(vo)2~" proves the theorem.   D

4.3.   Continuous examples.

(4.3.1) Lemma. Suppose f is a real-valued continuous function on R" with

compact support, and suppose J f(x)dx = 0 but / ^ 0. Define v £ V°(R")

by dv = fdx, and let 0 < a < 2. If xo is a point where |/(xo)| = ||/||co, #«¿

if e > 0 is such that \f(x) - f(x0)\ < 311/1 loo whenever |x - xo| < e, then

-Iaiv)>C„,a\\f\\lo<?n+\

where cn,a is a positive constant independent of f.

Proof. By translation, we may assume that Xo = 0. Since Ia(v) = Ia(-v),

we may also assume that f(0) = ||/||oo • Fix ô > 0. (ô will be chosen later

and will depend on « and a, but will be independent of /.) Consider the

dilation fa of the function / by a factor of s > e~xS given by

f{s)(x) = f(s-xx).

Let fx be the restriction of fa to the open ball {x : \x\ < se} and let f2 =

f{s) - fi. Notice that

/iW> 3II/H00,        \x\<se.

Define dv^ = fa dx, and ¿»v; = f dx , so that »v(j) = v{ + v2, where vi is a
positive measure supported by the open ball {x : |x| < se} and v2 is null there.

Let k > j(n + 1) and let </3 be a compactly supported signed atomic measure

in Vk(R) with \\4>\\ = 1. Then

v(s) X (f> = Vi  X (f) + V2 X (j),

and by Lemma (2.2.5), the measure X, = v¡ x <f) is also in Vk(Rn+x). By

Theorem (4.1.4),

-7>(J)) > -Ia(v{s) x<f>) = -r(Xi) - 2J«(Xi, X2) - Ia(X2)

>-Ia(Xi)-2Ja(Xi,X2)

since -7a(^2) > 0. We have therefore that

(4.3.2) -7>(i)) > -Ia(Xi) - 2\Ja(Xi, X2)\.

We shall obtain a lower bound for this difference. We have

-Ia(Xi)= j   \f  -Ja(x,y)dvi(y)} dvi(x).
Jr" Ur"

Now since <v. is a positive measure by construction,

-7a(A,)> /     Í/J\x\<se-S    J\y-xl\y-x\<6

-Ja(x,y)f(y)dy f\ (x) dx.
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In this range of integration, f(y) and f(x) are bounded below by \ \u
We conclude that

(4.3.3) -Ia(Xi)>±\\f\\lci(ô)œn(se-ôy,

where a>n is the volume of the ball of unit radius in R" .

We now obtain an upper bound for the term \Ja(X¡, X2)\. We have

\Ja(h,h)\ = J jJa(x,y)dv2(y)  dvi(x)

< J J-Ja(x,y)d\v2\(y)  dvi(x).

Now »v. is supported by the ball {x : |x| < se} . Partitioning this ball into two

regions, we obtain

dvi(x)

m dvi(x).

\Ja(h,h)\< I \¡-Ja(x,y)d\v2\(y)
J\x\<se-0 U

+ 1 \l-Ja(x,y)d\v2
Jse-S<\x\<se U

But v2 is supported outside the ball {y : |y| < se}, so

/-.7a(x,y)¿N(y) <||/l|oo /       -Ja(x,y)dy.
J J\y\>se

If |x| < se - ó , then

/      -Ja(x,y)dy<( -Ja(x,y)dy = c2(ô),
J\y\>se J\y-x\>â

while if se - S < \x\ < se , then

/      -Ja(x ,y)dy< I -Ja(x ,y)dy = c2(0).
J\y\>se JR"

It follows that

\Ja(*l , h)\ < \\f\\ooC2(S) I dVi(x) + ||/||ooC2(0)   / dvi(x).
J\x\<se—S Jse—ô<\x\<se

Since

and

/ dvi(x)= I fi(x)dx = \\f\\aoton(se-ô)n

I dvi(x)=f
Js£—S<\x\<se Jsi

fi(x)dx<\\f\\00[œn(se)n-œn(se-ô)n],
he—S<\x\<s¿ Jse—ô<\x\<se

we conclude that

l-HAi, ^2)1 < \\ñlo<»n{c2{S)(se - Ö)" + c2(0)[(se)" - (se - ô)"]}.

Combining this with (4.3.2) and (4.3.3), we obtain the desired lower bound

(4.3.4)
-'>(.)) > \\f\\l(on{[\ci(ô) - 2c2(ô)](se - ô)" - 2c2(0)[(5Ê)" - (se - S)"]}.
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Choose ô > 0 such that \cx(S) - 2c2(ô) is positive. Note that ô depends

on « and a, but not on / (or 5 or e). Now (5e - ô)" is an «th-degree

polynomial in se , and (se)n -(se-S)" is an («-l)th-degree polynomial in se

(with coefficients depending on « and a). Since \cx(ô) - 2c2(ô) > 0, there

exists C„,a > 0 such that the quantity in braces in (4.3.4) is greater than 1

whenever se>C„ta. Increase C„.a if necessary so that Cn<a > ô . If we take

so = e~xC„,a , then the measure i/(i0> satisfies

-/>(*„)) > CûnWfWl.
Finally, by scaling,

1 /   f   \2n+a

-7» = -3^>(«>)) >    7^ oinWfWl = cn,ae2»+"\\f\t.   D

The following theorem contains Theorem (1.11) when « = 2.

(4.3.5) Theorem. Suppose that the real-valued, compactly supported, continu-

ously dijferentiable function f on R" satisfies J f(x)dx = 0 but f ^ 0.

Define v e V°(R") by v(E) = JEf(x)dx and let 0 < a < 2. Then

-7» > c„,Q|| |graci/| \tén-a\\f\\2¿+a+2,

where cn%a is a positive constant independent of f.

Proof. Select a point x0 where |/(x0)| = ||/l|oo, and since Ia(v) = Ia(-v),

we may assume that /(x0) = \\f\\oo ■ Letting S = \\ |grad/| ||oo , we have that

the absolute value of any directional derivative of / is never greater than cnS,

where c„ is a dimensional constant. Thus, we must have f(x) > y/(x) for

\x - Xol < 2e, where 2e = c7xS~xM and y/ is the "cone" function defined by

y/(x) = -(M/2e)\x - x0| + Af,        |x-xo|<2e.

This choice of e will satisfy the hypotheses of the previous lemma, and the

theorem follows immediately.   D

The following shows the sense in which the inequality of Theorem (4.3.5) is

best possible.

(4.3.6) Theorem. Let M, S > 0. Then there exists a real-valued, compactly

supported, continuously dijferentiable function f on R" with Jf(x)dx = 0

having ||/]|co = Af £z«¿ || | grad/| ||oo = S such that if dv = fdx and 0 < a <

2, then
-/» < C„,a|| |grad/| ||-2"--a||/||L"+a+2-

77cr<? Cn,a is a positive constant independent of M and S.

Proof. Let x» and x2 be points in R" at distance 2.4e from each other. (The

number e will be chosen later and will depend on Af and S.) Define the

function rj on R" by letting r;(x) — |x - x;|. Define a continuous, even,

piecewise linear "truncated cone" function y/ on R by setting

(M,    for |r| < O.le,

y/[n     10,      for |r|> 1.1c,

and requiring y/ to be linear with slope e~'Af on the intervals O.le < |r| <

l.le.
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Define g, on R" by gj(x) = y/(r¡(x)), so gj is supported by B(x}■■, Lie).

Let g = gi - g2. Note | gradg| is constant on \Jj[B(xj , Lie) - B(xj, O.le)].

This constant value will be S if e is taken to be cnMS~x , where cn is a

dimensional constant.

We now smooth out g on B(Xj, 0.2e) and B(xj , 1.2e) - B(Xj, e). Specif-

ically, define positive C1 functions f on R" such that

(a) f is supported by B(xj , 1.2e),
(b) f agrees with gj on B(xj , l.le) - B(xj ,0.2e),

(c) the function f - f - f2 is C1,
(d) |||grad/|||00 = S,

(e) ||/|U = Af.

Now let dvj = fdx . Then v = vx - v2 and so

7» = />,) - 2Ja(v{, v2) + Ia(v2).

But Vj is a positive measure, so Ia(vj) > 0. Thus, -Ia(v) < 2Ja(vx, v2). Us-

ing the fact that vx and v2 are supported by tangent balls each of radius 1.2s,

we make the computation

•7>i, vi) = JJ\x-y\advi(x)dv2(y) < [4(1.2e)f J dv{ j dv2

= (4.8e)a j f j f2 < (4.8e)a[c(;„(1.2e)'!Af]2

= (4.8)a(l.2)2nco2ne2n+aM2.

Since e = c„MS~x , we conclude that

-Ia(v) < Cn.aS-2"-aM2n+a+2.   D

4.4. Integral geometric notions. In this section we discuss the motion-invariant
measure on sets of hyperplanes, and we generalize some of the integral geometric

results of [Al, A2, and A3] to complex measures.

Let P" be the set of all hyperplanes in R" . Each hyperplane ft e P" can
be written ft = {x £ R" : (x, a) = t}, where a £ Sn~x is a unit vector in R"

and t £R. Since (a, t) and (-a, -t) determine the same hyperplane, there

is a two-to-one correspondence between Sn~x xR and P" . Endow P" with

the topological structure induced by this correspondence.

The product of Euclidean surface measure on Sn~x and Lebesgue measure

on R induces a motion-invariant Borel measure on P" that is unique up to

multiplication by a constant. This measure can also be realized as follows. Let

I (a) be the directed line through the origin containing the unit vector a . For

a collection T of hyperplanes, let T(o) denote the collection of hyperplanes

in T which are orthogonal to o . Set p(o) = m(T(o)C\l(o)), where m is one-

dimensional Lebesgue measure on l(o). Define t]„(T) = cn J p(a)da , where

do denotes integration with respect to Euclidean surface measure on the unit

sphere 5""-1, and cn is a suitably chosen constant.

The following lemma collects some relevant facts about n„ . A more detailed

discussion of these integral geometric notions can be found in [Sa].
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(4.4.1) Lemma. The measure n„ is a motion-invariant Borel measure on P"

satisfying the following:

(a) For any compact set K in R" , the collection of hyperplanes intersecting

the convex hull of K has finite n„-measure.

(b) For x£Rn, nn{h : x £ ft} = 0.

(c) For x,y £ Rn,  «„{ft : ft n xy ^ 0} = C„|x -y|, where Cn  is a

dimensional constant which depends on the choice of c„ in the definition

Of tj„ .

In light of property (c) in the preceding lemma, from now on we shall assume

that n„ is normalized so that

(4.4.2) \x-y\ = 2-7«{ft :ftnxy ¿ 0}.

We remark that this is not the usual normalization for the motion-invariant

measure on hyperplanes, but it will be the most useful for our purposes. Under

this normalization, the measure r\n is induced from n„+i in a natural way.

Explicitly, identify R" with P, the 5 = 0 hyperplane of R"+1 , as in §4.1. If
T is a collection of (« - l)-planes in R" , then let V be the collection of all «-

planes in R"+1 whose intersections with P are in T. Then nn+i(T') = n„(T).

We shall often drop the explicit reference to the dimension and refer simply

to n.

The next lemma follows from Lemma (4.4.1b), as shown in [Al, Lemma 3.1].

(4.4.3) Lemma. Let v be a complex measure on Rn and let E = {h : \v\(h) ^

0}. Then n(E) = 0.

We shall also use oriented hyperplanes in R" . If we associate the pair (a, t)
with the open half-space 77+ = H+(o, t) = {x £ R" : (x, a) < t} , then different

open half-spaces are determined by (o, t) and (-a, -t). Thus, S"~x x R
can be identified with the space of oriented hyperplanes in R" . Let 77~ =
H~(o, t) = {x£Rn :(x, o) >t}.

With proper normalization, the motion-invariant measure on sets of oriented

hyperplanes in R" can also be denoted by n„ , or simply «, and equation (4.4.2)

will be valid whether the set {ft : ft nxy ^ 0} is assumed to be a set of oriented

or nonoriented hyperplanes.

The next two theorems contain the appropriate generalizations of Alexander's

formulas (1.4) and (1.5) to the case of complex measures.

(4.4.4) Theorem. Suppose p, v £ Af'(R"). Then

(a) Jx(p,v) = \[¡/¿(77+M7F)¿»(ft) + Jp(H-MÏFjdriJh)],
(b) Ix(v) = jRe[v(H+)v(H-)]dn(h).

Proof. For x, y £ R" and ft an oriented hyperplane in R" , define xix, y, ft)
= 1 if ft intersects the open segment xy in exactly one point, and x(x, y, h)

= 0 otherwise. Then by (4.4.2)

\x-y\- 2 / x(x,y,h)dn(h),

so that

|/¿(|^|x|I,|x«) = 2|y'|x-y|¿|/i|(x)¿|i/|(y) = 2/1(l/"|!kl),
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and this is finite since p, v £ MX(R").  We may therefore apply the Fubini

Theorem to obtain

Jx(p,v) = -j    ¡jx(x,y,h)dp(x)dv (y) ¿«(ft).

But

//-
X(x,y, ft)dp(x)dv(y) = p(H+)v(H~) + p(H~)v(H+).

This proves (a). For (b), set v = p and apply (a).   D

(4.4.5) Theorem. Suppose p and v are in Af'(R") and V°(Rn). Then

(a) Jx(p,v) = -j p(H+)7(TF)dn(h),and
(b) Ix(v) = -J\v(H+)\2dn(h).

Proof. Since p(R") = v(R") = 0, and in view of Lemma (4.4.3), we have

p(H~) = -p(H+) and v(H~) = -v(H+) for «-almost every ft. The result

follows from the previous theorem.   D

Concerning Theorem (4.4.5b), we remark that since ¡v(R") = 0, the quantity

|ív(77+)|2 is independent of the orientation of ft for «-almost every ft.

4.5. Applications to separation discrepancy. For a convex set K in R" , define

Tk to be the collection of hyperplanes ft in R" that have nonempty intersection

with K. If K is a ball of radius 7?, then from the definition of n in the
paragraph preceding Lemma (4.4.1), it follows that

(4.5.1) n(TK) = cnR,

where c„ is a positive dimensional constant. (In fact, c„ is equal to the «-

measure of the collection Tk0 , where 7v0 is the ball of unit radius in R" .)

Now if v is a signed measure of total mass zero having support within a ball

of radius 7?, then we have the inequality

(4.5.2) -Ix(v)<cnR[Ds(v)]2

due to Alexander [A2 and A3]. Here, c„ is a positive dimensional constant.

Theorem (4.4.5b) shows that this inequality holds also when v is complex-
valued. Indeed, we have

\v(H+)\ < Ds(v)

for every open half-plane 77+ determined by a hyperplane ft , and so if K is

the ball of radius R that contains the support of v , then

/   K77+)|2¿»(ft)< / [Ds(v)]2dn(h).
Jtk Jtk

Now by equation (4.5.1),

[Ds(v)]2 ¿«(ft) = n(TK)[Ds(v)]2 = c„R[Ds(v)]2.
Ji\'TK

On the other hand, by Theorem (4.4.5b),

!
v(H+)\2dn(h) = -Ix(v).

TK
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(4.5.3) Theorem. Suppose the function f on Rn is defined on TV" open cubes Si,

each of side length s, arranged in an TV x ••• x TV lattice. Let f have value

Z{ ê C on Si, and suppose £2 z, = 0. If dv = fdx, then

Ds(«/)>cBs»(^E>.-|2J      ,

where cn is a positive dimensional constant independent of the location of the

lattice and of the number, size, and weights of the cubes.

Proof. The support of / is contained within a closed cube of side length sN,

and this cube is contained in a ball K of radius \nxl2sN. Since by Theo-

rem (4.2.1) we have

-Ix(v)>c'ns2»+Xfc\zi\2),

we may apply (4.5.2) to obtain

STV[7)s(i/)]2>c;'52"+1(El^|2)-

Thus,

[Ds(v)]2>c';s2"[^Y.\^)-   a

(4.5.4) Theorem. Suppose that the real-valued function f on Rn is continuously

differentiable with support in a ball of radius R and that // = 0 but f ^ 0.
If dv = fdx, then

Ds(v) > cnR-x'2\\ lgrad/1 |£(2"+1)/2|mi£B+3)/2,

where c„ is a positive dimensional constant independent of f.

Proof. By Theorem (4.3.5),

-71(^)>c;|||grad/|||-(2"+1)||/||20"+3.

Therefore by (4.5.2),

[Ds(v)]2 > c'„R-x\\ |grad/| ||-{2n+1)||/||ä+3.   □

Observe that Theorems (4.5.3) and (4.5.4) reduce to Theorems (1.1) and (1.2)

when « = 2.

4.6.   Applications to the Radon transform.  The Radon transform of a function
/ £ Lx(Rn) is the function 92f on Sn~x xR defined by

92f(o,t)= f        f(x)dx,
J(x,tr)=t

where the integration here is with respect to (« - 1 )-dimensional Lebesgue mea-

sure on the hyperplane {x : (x, a) = t} .

The following theorem shows the relationship between the Radon transform

and the functional -I1.
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(4.6.1) Theorem. Suppose f £ L'(R") satisfies j f(x)dx = 0 and J|x/(x)|¿x

< oo. If dv = fdx, then

,2/• /«OO fit

-Ix(v) = cn /       /    9?f(o,r)d,
JS"-< J-oc   J-oo

dtdo,

where cn is a positive dimensional constant.

Proof. The hypotheses give us that v is in Mx(Rn) and F°(R"). Therefore

by Theorem (4.4.5b), we have

-Ix(v) = J\v(H+)\2dn(h).

Now if 77+ = 77+ (a ,t)-{x:(x,a)<t} is the open half-space determined

by the oriented hyperplane ft = {x : (x, a) = t} , then

v[H+(o,t)]= I     I        f(x)dxdr= I   92f(o,r)dr.
J—ooJ(x,o)=r J—oo

But since dn is a constant multiple of do dt, we have

-Ix(v) = cn [     I    \v[H+(o,t)]\2dtdo.   D
JS"-> J-oo

A mixed norm of a function F on Sn~x xR can be defined for 1 < q, p < oo

by

\Q,P
S»-'

l\F(a,
Jr

t)fdt
-\q/p     \ i/<?

do

For q = p , this norm is the usual Lp(Sn ' x R) norm. For p = oo, define

19,00
S"-i

esssup|7r(<T, í)|¿i*
Í6R

1     \ 1/9
¿cr        .

(4.6.2) Theorem. Suppose that the function f £ L'(R") has support within the

ball of radius R centered at the origin and satisfies J f = 0. Let dv = fdx.

If 1 < p < 00, then

(4.6.3) -71(^)<c„(27?)3-2/"||^/||2,p,

H>ft»?r<? cn is a positive dimensional constant.

Remark. Since 2 < 2i~2lp < 8 for 1 < p < 00, the factor 23~2/p can be

absorbed into the constant cn, so that (4.6.3) can be written alternatively as

-71(I,)<c„7<3-2/''||^/||2i/,.

Proof. First assume 1 < p < 00 . By Theorem (4.6.1),

,2

-Ix(v) = cn[      i     [' 9?f(o,r)d,
JS«-I J-R   J-R

dtdo.

Now by Holder's Inequality on the interval [-R, t], we have for p' = p/(p - 1)

that

// /ft \ Up / ft \ Up'
\Mf(a , r)\ dr < (J    \9?f(o , r)\» drj     (J    1"' ¿rj      .
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It follows that

f fR   /  fR \2/p
-Ix(v)<CnjnJ    U    \9l f(o, r)f dr\     (2R)2lp' dtdo

< cn(2R)2lP'+x j ^ i (j   \9if(a , r)\o dr\     do

<cn(2R)i-2l"\\9gf\\2^.

For the p = 1 and p = oo cases, modify the argument appropriately.   D

We now show how precise the result of Theorem (4.6.2) is for the case n = 2.

We shall make use of the following lemma.

(4.6.4) Lemma. Given R > 0, there exists a positive, radial function gR £

LX(R2) that has support within the disk of radius R centered at the origin and

whose Radon transform has constant value one on lines intersecting this disk.

Proof. Let

Í —,   1 |x| <R,
gR(x) = l   n^R2-\x\2

I 0, \x\>R.

Then for all t < R and all a £ Sx,

2   /-v^2" ds2 r
92gR(o,t) = - \

n Jo ^R2 -fl-s2
= I.

The positive function gR is indeed in L'(R2), since (taking any a £ Sx) we

have

IgR(x)dx = J   9êgR(o,t)dt = 2R.   D

(4.6.5) Theorem. Given R > 0, there exists f £ LX(R2) having support within

the disk of radius R centered at the origin with J f = 0, such that if dv = fdx

and 1 < p < oo, then

c(2R)i-2"'\\92f\\2ip<-Ix(v),

where c is a positive constant independent of p and R.

Remark. As with Theorem (4.6.2), we have 2 < 2i~2lp < 8 for 1 < p < oo, so

that the factor 23~2/p can be absorbed into the constant c. Thus, the conclusion

of this theorem can be written alternatively as

cT?3-2/^/!!2,, <-7>).

Proof. Let f = R~xgR - 2R~xgR/2, where gR and gR¡2 are as in Lemma

(4.6.4). For any o £ Sx , we have

-R-1,       \t\<jR,

R~x, {-R<\t\-

. 0, |r| >R.
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Thus, for any a £ Sx ,

L
( 0, t<-R,

R~xt+l, -R<t<-\R,

a,r)dr= {  -R~xt, -±R<t<±R,

R~xt-l, \R<t<R,

10, t>R.

Writing F(t) = f_R9lf(o, r)dr, we have j*R[F(t)]2dt = ^R. Therefore by
Theorem (4.6.1),

-I\v) = c2f   [H   9ff(o,r)dr\ dtdo = U2(2n)R = c'R.

On the other hand, \9ê f(a, t)\ = R~x for t < R, so that for 1 < p < oo we

have

(JR\9>f(o,t)\pd?j   P = R'X(2R)X'P,

while the p = oo case is

esssup|^/(CT, 01 =R~1.
-R<t<R

In either case,

\\&f\\22 p = Í     R-2(2R)2/P = 2nR~2(2R)2lp,
Joes1

and so (27?)3-2/"||^/||2j;, = l6nR.   O

We now apply Theorem (4.6.2) to the specific examples of Theorems (4.2.1)

and (4.3.5).

(4.6.6) Theorem. Suppose the function f on R" is defined on TV" open cubes S¡,

each of side length s, arranged in an TV x • • • x TV lattice. Let f have value
z¡ € C on S¡, and suppose ^z, = 0. If 1 < p < oo, then

IWH2,, > cn(Vh-Nr3'2+x/ps"-x+x"> (Eiz--i2)1/2.

where cn is a positive dimensional constant independent of the location of the

lattice and of the number, size, and weights of the cubes.

Proof. Let ¿»v = fdx . The support of f is contained within a closed cube of

side length sN, and this cube is contained in a ball of radius 7? = )¿nxl2sN.

By Theorem (4.2.1),

-7>)>c^+1(EN2),

so we may apply Theorem (4.6.2) to obtain

(2JR)3-2^||^/||2,;)>cy+1(El^|2).

Therefore

\\&f\\iP > c;'(27?)-3+2/^2"+1 (E M2) •

Taking square roots proves the theorem.   D
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(4.6.7) Theorem. Suppose that the real-valued function f on R" is continuously

differentiable with support in a ball of radius R and that J f = 0 but / ^ 0.
Then for 1 < p < oo,

\\&A\i,P > cnR~y2+x'p\\\gradf\ ||-(2"+l)/2||/||£"+3)/2,

where cn is a positive dimensional constant independent of f.

Proof. Let dv = fdx . By Theorem (4.3.5),

-/1(i/)>c;|||grad/|||-(2n+1)||/||ä+3,

so by Theorem (4.7.4) (and the remark following it) we have

7?3-2/'| W||2,p > c';\\ |grad/| ||-(2B+1)||/||LB+3.

Thus,

I Wll2,, > ClR-i+2lp\\ lgrad/1 ||-(2"+1)||/||ä+3.   D

Observe that Theorems (4.6.6) and (4.6.7) reduce to the inequalities (1.12)
and (1.13) when p = 2 and « = 2.
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